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CASOS DE USO

Estas son cinco razones por las que los principales innovadores confían
en nosotros:

1. INSPIRAMOS nuevos productos, servicios y
campañas
2. PREDECIMOS, monitoreamos y validamos la
percepción del consumidor
3. HACEMOS SEGUIMIENTO de la competencia, las
amenazas y las oportunidades
4. ACELERAMOS la innovación y facilitamos el cambio
5. AHORRAMOS tiempo, esfuerzo y dinero

¿CÓMO SACARLE PROVECHO AL
INFORME?
Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, cada ejemplo está enlazado a un artículo
completo, imágenes y, en algunos casos, videos. Conozca más al respecto en el apéndice.
Implicación para el negocio:
Cada Consumer Insight está escrita en términos
de sus implicaciones en múltiples industrias.
Ejemplos con hipervínculos:
Cada uno de los ejemplos de microtendencias
está enlazado a artículos completos e
imágenes.
Demografía y desempeño:
Es posible filtrar mejor los ejemplos y las
Consumer Insights con base en sus necesidades
haciendo ajustes por edad, sexo y región
geográfica.
Patrones y megatendencias:
Comprenda estas Consumer Insights dentro del
contexto de las 18 megatendencias que están
moldeando el mundo, además de los 6 patrones
de oportunidades que le ayudarán a descubrir
ideas innovadoras más rápidamente.

Enlaces en línea:
Cada Consumer Insight contiene un enlace a una
versión en línea, en la cual podrá encontrar hasta
100 ejemplos, imágenes y videos adicionales.
Derechos de autor ©.
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Características especiales y definiciones
Estas son algunas sugerencias útiles para comprender nuestros Consumer Insights. No olvide que
cada imagen está enlazada a un artículo completo, estadísticas y artículos adicionales en línea.
Colores
Estilo de vida
Moda
Arte y diseño
Tecnología
Cultura Pop
Mercadeo
Negocios
Lujo
Ecológico

Diseño

Puntuación

Tipos de contenido

Implicaciones:
Nos esforzamos por descubrir ideas que tengan
implicaciones en múltiples industrias. Quizá se
encuentre observando un calzado hecho a la medida,
pero ¿en qué forma esa personalización impacta su
mundo?

Puntuación general:
Todas las puntuaciones son percentiles (6,9 = percentil 69) y en general son el promedio de
la popularidad, actividad e innovación.

Consumer Insights:
Clústeres de oportunidad
de alto nivel.

Popularidad:
El atractivo general, determinado por la elección de un artículo por parte de las personas,
entre otras opciones en la misma categoría y clústeres, normalizado por la fecha de
publicación.

Listas en clúster:
Recopilaciones completas de
ideas relacionadas, con el
fin de hacerle seguimiento
a las ideas innovadoras.

Actividad:
La cantidad de personas que interactúan con un artículo, incluso si se desplazan por las
imágenes. Por ejemplo, algo como un cupcake de tocino tal vez no sea popular, pero
podría ser lo suficientemente llamativo para compartirlo en las redes.

Ejemplos específicos:
Microtendencias
cuidadosamente
seleccionadas, de modo que no
tenga que invertir demasiado
tiempo buscando.

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:
Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación,
puede hacer clic en cualquier ejemplo para abrir un
artículo completo con más conceptos relacionados.
Enlace abierto:
El enlace principal de cada página lo llevará al
artículo completo. Si no ha iniciado sesión, será
dirigido al sitio web sin costo; si inició sesión, será
dirigido a su PRO dashboard.

Innovación:
La novedad relativa de un artículo, que tiene más relevancia en categorías como
Tecnología, a diferencia de Estilo de vida.
Demografía:
La audiencia objetivo de acuerdo con el investigador y no con las estadísticas del sitio.
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Todas las tendencias tienen una puntuación en tiempo real basada en las

elecciones de nuestro grupo focal de 130.000.000 personas

Estadísticas del mobiliario de comercio electrónico dirigido a millennials

Puntuación
9,9

Tendencia: Esta semana, y viral
Investigación: 2.000 clics en 5 días
Interés: 3,9 minutos

Concepto: Amazon Rivet
Relacionados: 90 ejemplos / 69 fotos
Segmento: Neutro, 0-0

Conjunto de comparación: 33 artículos similares, incluidos:
sillas apilables multifuncionales, mobiliario urbano para
ahorrar espacio, y mobiliario multifuncional para millennials.

Informes relacionados: Informe sobre millennials, Informe sobre decoración, Informe sobre bebés, Informe sobre alcobas, Informe sobre la generación Y

POPULARIDAD
PUNTUACIÓN
9,9

ACTIVIDAD

Contenido
PRO

Investigación
personalizada

INNOVACIÓN
Comentarios / Reacciones [+/-]

150.000.000
Personas=Grupo focal gigante
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Cada idea publicada se clasifica en las categorías usando tres criterios demográficos

Desglose demográfico de Trend Hunter
EDAD

De izquierda a derecha:
Entre 0 y 2 años
Entre 3 y 12 años
Entre 12 y 18 años
Entre 18 y 35 años
Entre 35 y 55 años
55 años en adelante

REGIÓN

Esta es una medida de los mercados a los
que está dirigida una tendencia específica.
Son seleccionados por el editor de un
artículo, y no se generan con base en la
ubicación
de
los
lectores
de
TrendHunter.com. Las regiones disponibles
son: América del Norte, Europa, Asia, África
y América del Sur.

SEXO

El anterior desglose representa una
tendencia de género neutro, pero se
inclina ligeramente hacia los
consumidores hombres. Algunas
tendencias pueden indicar un gran
interés de hombres o de mujeres,
pero muchas se encuentran dentro
de este rango medio.
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MARCO DE MEGATENDENCIAS

Todo está relacionado con nuestro marco de megatendencias, lo que le permite
comprender mejor las variaciones importantes y cómo proponer nuevas ideas
ACELERACIÓN

Prosumerismo

CICLICIDAD

Nostalgia

1.
2.
3.
4.

En la actualidad, los consumidores
esperan herramientas y servicios
profesionales, desde la generación
por parte de los usuarios hasta la
cultura maker.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Los buenos recuerdos alimentan el
deseo de revivir el pasado,
especialmente si se trata de los años de
formación.

Catalización

Inteligencia artificial

Naturalidad

Juventud

Las marcas asumieron la
función de acelerar el
desarrollo personal de los
consumidores.

Estamos entrando en una nueva era
transformadora, marcada por un
crecimiento exponencial de los datos, la
robótica y la inteligencia.

El deseo de contar con productos
sostenibles y que contengan
ingredientes locales, orgánicos,
reciclables y conocidos.

Detrás de la jovialidad se esconde el
hecho de que las generaciones no están
listas para crecer, entre ellos los
Boomers que desean una vida más
activa y enriquecida.

REDUCCIÓN

Emprendimiento
instantáneo

REDIRECCIÓN

Tribalismo

1.
2.
3.
4.

Es más fácil que se formen
grupos leales en torno a
intereses, causas e incluso
marcas específicas.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Perfeccionar una sola cosa
Ícono prospectivo
Característica exagerada
Solución reinventada

Especialización
Menos capas + Eficiencia
Crowdsourcing
Suscripción

Los nuevos servicios hacen que
conceptualizar, financiar, lanzar y
comercializar nuevas empresas sea
más fácil que nunca.

Retro + Nostalgia
Generacional
Económico + Por temporada
Ciclos repetitivos

Reenfocar
Revertir
Sorprender
Gamificar

Depuración

Simplicidad

Gamificación

Experiencia

Ofertas, servicios, suscripciones
y recomendaciones
hiperseleccionadas que
simplifican la vida con cosas
mejores.

En un mundo acelerado y
atiborrado sobresale la simplicidad;
el resultado son negocios
enfocados y diseño simple.

La aplicación de las dinámicas
de los juegos a los problemas
del mundo real crea un mundo
más competitivo e interesante.

En un mundo lleno de “cosas”, la
experiencia se convierte en una
prioridad de la vida y un bien más
importante que el dinero.

CONVERGENCIA

Multisensaciones

DIVERGENCIA

Autenticidad

1.
2.
3.
4.

Las experiencias interactivas,
tecnológicas, de realidad aumentada y
realidad virtual aumentan nuestras
expectativas en los campos del
entretenimiento, la comercialización e
incluso la alimentación.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Las redes sociales y la resistencia
ante la publicidad tradicional han
creado un deseo de autenticidad y
realidad.

Cocreación

Hibridación

Personalización

Muchos a muchos

Las marcas, productos, servicios y
clientes crean en conjunto cada
vez más un mundo
interdependiente.

Las fronteras se vuelven cada vez
más borrosas a medida que los
modelos de negocios, productos y
servicios se combinan para crear
conceptos y experiencias únicas.

Las tecnologías de producción en
pequeñas cantidades y los medios de
comunicación más personalizados
crean expectativas de
personalización.

La proliferación en masa de vendedores
y creadores de medios de comunicación
ha reorientado el mundo hacia una
economía de muchos a muchos.

Combinación + Estratificación
Agregar valor
Alianza de marcas + Alineación
Físico + Digital

Personalizar + Adaptar
Status + Pertenencia
Estilo + Convertir en tendencia
Rebelión generacional

“Trend Hunter es un gran recurso porque permite simplificar el caos. En este mundo, hay muchas cosas y
oímos hablar mucho sobre tendencias; pero Trend Hunter nos ayuda a hacerlo más simple y tangible.”
- Gerente de mercadeo y percepción del consumidor

Custom Report Briefing
Custom Topic: Business Services Industry
Prepared for: Cámara de Comercio de Bogotá Team
Prepared by: Ady & Courtney
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Highlights
Featured Consumer Insights
Intelligent Loyalty
Artificial Intelligence is being incorporated into loyalty programs

Beneficial Gig
Resources for part-time workers fulfill gaps brought on by the gig economy

Accelerated Workflow
Workflow organization platforms adopt enhanced technologies

Innovative Insurance
Insurance companies provide unique plans that lower costs

Precautionary Transit
Transit and travel services enhance safety via crowdsourced measures
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Highlights
Featured Clusters
14 Consumer Agency Innovations
From Fan-Powered Esports Leagues to Interactive Audience Films

15 Shared Transportation Innovations
From In-Car Sampling Campaigns to E-Scooter Sharing Services

12 Tech-Based Workplace Tools
From Smart-Office Whiteboards to Team Check-In Bots

Featured Examples
Data-Powered Inventory Systems
The 'PowerPrice' Inventory Management System is Strategic

Streamlined Patient Management Platforms
Helium Ensures Better Patient Record Management for Users

Automated AI Metric Trackers
'Millimetric.ai' Keeps an Eye on KPIs and Monitors Activity
Copyright ©.
All Rights Reserved.

i. Consumer Insights
High-Level Patterns & Examples
Consumer Insights are the crown jewel of Trend Hunter. They are premium, subscriber-only articles based on
clusters of specific examples. Each insight is identified using our crowdsourced, crowd-filtered methodology. We
use a combination of algorithms, consumer data and editorial curation to identify patterns of ideas that score
highly among our audience. Consumer Insights are intended to teach you about creativity in other industries, so
that you can bring unique, high-level creativity to your own brand. Competitive advantage comes not from
closely benchmarking yourself to the developments of your competitor, but by looking for inspiration that can
revolutionize your industry.
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Intelligent Loyalty
Artificial Intelligence is being incorporated into loyalty programs
Implications - Brands in the retail space are using AI capabilities to enhance their loyalty programs, seen in everything from clothing to food industries. This shift allows
consumers to receive the benefits of reward systems in a way that's more interactive for them, and more functional for the brands in question.

NXP's 'Smart Market' Exhibits Retail Solutions for Today and Tomorrow

POPULARITY

8.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

AI Rewards Programs

Tommy Jeans Xplore Features Smart Chips
That Reward Users Per Wear

HSBC is Using Artificial Intelligence to Predict
How Points May Be Redeemed

AI-Enhanced Loyalty Programs

Next-Gen Shopping Showcases

SCORE

Gamified Clothing Collections

PATTERNS

The Cosmopolitan Hotel in Vegas Uses a
Chatbot AI to Delight Guests

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 44 EXAMPLES
58,207 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/403038

Copyright ©.
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Intelligent Loyalty
Artificial Intelligence is being incorporated into loyalty programs

Conceptualize an AI-based rewards
platform for your brand's loyal
customers.

CONSUMER INSIGHT #1 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Beneficial Gig
Resources for part-time workers fulfill gaps brought on by the gig economy
Implications - In response to the tendency for businesses to hire short-time workers and independent contractors, the opportunity to deliver resources such as legal
services and benefits packages for these workers has arisen. The appearance of these resources speaks to the increased opportunity for companies to respond to shifting
norms in the way people work. This particularly benefits Millennial employees, who crave new experiences and opportunities within their professional lives, but still
require some of the securities that a full-time job would afford.

National Benefits Platform Offers Coverage to Independent Workers

POPULARITY

4.6

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

On-Demand Insurance Apps

The Tycoon App Helps Digital Nomads and
Remote Workers Track Jobs

The Zego App Provides Insurance to Delivery
Drivers Only When Needed

Freelance Legal Resource Apps

Freelance-Focused Benefit Plans

SCORE

Freelance Finance Apps

PATTERNS

The Freelancers Union App Connects Workers
with Skilled Lawyers

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
16,672 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/379174
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Beneficial Gig
Resources for part-time workers fulfill gaps brought on by the gig economy

How is your industry responding to
shifting norms in the way people
work?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #2 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Accelerated Workflow
Workflow organization platforms adopt enhanced technologies
Implications - Platforms that organize workflow are taking their capabilities to the next level with functions like Artificial Intelligence powering or the added visual support
of VR. These programs enhance internal processes and ensure that workflow moves past the benefit of organization and into the realm of accelerated productivity.

'Zvolv' Enables Users to Build Enterprise Apps in Days without Code

POPULARITY

4.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

5G-Enabled Car Factories

This Virtual Reality Concept from HP
Introduces "VR Snacking"

The Daimler Factory 56 Reimagines the Design
of the Automobile Factory

AI-Powered Casting Platforms

Workflow Automation Platforms

SCORE

VR-Supported Workflows

PATTERNS

'Fastcast' is a Digital Talent Scout for Casting
Product Videos

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 32 EXAMPLES
19,876 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/398560
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Accelerated Workflow
Workflow organization platforms adopt enhanced technologies

Consider an accelerated workflow
program that your business could
use to enhance internal processes?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #3 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Innovative Insurance
Insurance companies provide unique plans that lower costs
Implications - Insurance coverage can be excessively expensive and often comes with a long list of conditions, however insurance companies are now aiming to reach
consumers who cannot afford costly premiums. Whether in the form of crowdsourced insurance platforms or cost-free plans, this emerging trend in the insurance
industry prioritizes the accommodation of the consumer's lifestyle and needs.

Cost-Free Life Insurance Plans
'Avibra' Monitors Your Lifestyle and Rewards
Healthy Choices

Crowdsourced Travel Insurance Platforms
Rega is a Platform for Sharing Risk Built on Ethereum

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

Independent Worker Insurance
Plans
Trupo Offers Affordable Health Insurance for
Freelancers

Communal Bicycle Insurance
'Laka' Offers Low Premiums Through "Crowd
Insurance"

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
21,840 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/391038
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Innovative Insurance
Insurance companies provide unique plans that lower costs

How could your brand better
prioritize its consumer's lifestyle
preferences and needs?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #4 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Precautionary Transit
Transit and travel services enhance safety via crowdsourced measures
Implications - Whether intra or inter-city, traveling can be particularly unsafe for women and girls, and so transit services that offer crowdsourced protective measures
against harassment are becoming increasingly common. Such policies, tools, and business models are revealing a shift in which individuals and groups, particularly those
most affected by environments that foster or ignore harassment, are carving out spaces for their own protection, with some brands reacting in turn.

India's Pink Auto Service is Offering a Safer Means of Transportation

POPULARITY

3.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Female-Focused Safety Apps

The NINA App is Making Public Spaces Safer
for Women

This App Lets Moroccan Women Plan Outings
Based on Safety Ratings

Harassment-Fighting Transit Apps

Women-Only Taxi Services

SCORE

Street Harassment-Reporting Apps

PATTERNS

The SafeTTC App Helps Torontonians
Discreetly Report Harassment

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
22,016 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/385021
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Precautionary Transit
Transit and travel services enhance safety via crowdsourced measures

How could your brand create safer
and more inclusive environments
within its area of expertise, or in the
workplace?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #5 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Community Crowdsourcing
Local crowdsourcing enhances community involvement and inter-connectivity
Implications - Community-based crowdsourcing apps are helping locals connect with those in close proximity to them, over a variety of shared values and purposes.
Whether empowering locals or creating spaces in which they can help one another, these crowdsourced tools leverage tech to cater to the consumer desire for
community-building and cooperation, countering widely held notions that such technology furthers divides between people.

Communal Pollution Trackers
Flow Smart Air Quality Tracker Helps
Communities Live Healthier Lives

Google Neighbourly is a Community-Centric
Social Network

'Dolo' is a Social App for Sharing the Best Local Tips

POPULARITY

4.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

'Cluck' Helps Craigslist Users Stay Safe and
Avoid Scams

Hyperlocal Crowdsourcing Apps

Hyper-Local Recommendation Apps

SCORE

Networked Scam-Prevention
Platforms

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
30,905 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382366
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Community Crowdsourcing
Local crowdsourcing enhances community involvement and inter-connectivity

How could your brand create or
empower local communities?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #6 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Virtual Assistant
E-Commerce sites adopt virtual stylists for a tailored experience
Implications - Customer service is essential for e-commerce sites where opportunities for in-person consumer engagement is negligible. Through the adoption of virtual
stylists and hands-on assistants, made more accessible than ever with the rise of chat bots, online shops can provide personalized customer service for every client. This
emerging shift indicates the rise of expectations on digital businesses as the number of consumers shopping online increases.

The BAFTA Awards' CGI Model 'Shudu' Lets Consumers Shop Looks from
Home

POPULARITY

6.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Anticipatory Shopping Assistants

Levi's Virtual Stylist Helps Customers Decide
on Purchases

SmartStockup Ensures Consumers Never Run
Out of Toilet Paper

Smart Shopping Chatbots

Holographic AI Stylists

SCORE

Virtual Chatbot Stylists

PATTERNS

eBay ShopBot Helps Users Shop Directly
Through Facebook Messenger

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
66,588 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/359926
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Virtual Assistant
E-Commerce sites adopt virtual stylists for a tailored experience

What aspect of customer service
can you borrow from an adjacent
industry?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #7 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

AI Planning
Artificial intelligence tech aids in the process of travel planning
Implications - AI integration into travel planning is becoming increasingly popular as brands look to optimize the way their targeted consumers choose and experience
their travels. The use of AI in accelerating the preparation process serves consumers who are seeking to minimize time spent on such tasks, and proves especially useful as
business travel continues to rise.

3.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Google is Using Artificial Intelligence
Technology to Predict Flight Delays

Travel Manager Uses IBM Watson to Better
Track and Plan Expenses

KLM's 'BB' Assistant for Google Home Provides Tailored Tips

POPULARITY

Delay-Predicting AI

Jauntin On-demand Travel Insurance Lets You
Insure Impromptu Trips

Corporate AI Travel Programs

Personalized Packing Assistants

SCORE

Millennial Adventurer Insurance

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 72 EXAMPLES
47,623 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/369208
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AI Planning
Artificial intelligence tech aids in the process of travel planning

How can your brand incorporate AI
to cater to the needs of working,
on-the-go professionals?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #8 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Streamlined Freelance
Businesses streamline freelancing opportunities and lifestyles
Implications - Brands are now accommodating consumers who make their own work schedules, and are providing them with services that streamline and enhance the
various processes they experience as freelancers. These services connect freelancers to networking opportunities, work spaces and payment apps – all of which have
designs centralized around flexible work schedules. This emerging work culture is a reactionary response to the inflexible nature of employment in North America that has
long been the norm, and is led by younger generations seeking the freedom to work without it detracting from their accustomed lifestyles.

Freelancer Workspace Locators

Nomad-Connecting Social Platforms

'WorkClub' Provides Remote Workers with
Access to Ideal Work Spaces

'Knowmad Life' is a Network for Connecting
Digital Nomads

Coworking
Space-Finding
Apps

Freelancer
Payment
Platforms

Data-Tracking Freelancer Apps

Office Space Rental Services
Airbnb and WeWork are Helping Traveling Professionals Find an Office

SCORE

POPULARITY

3.6

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

The 'Freework' App Tracks Workflow to Satisfy
Clients

MEGATRENDS

6 FEATURED, 51 EXAMPLES
62,303 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/367544
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Streamlined Freelance
Businesses streamline freelancing opportunities and lifestyles

How can your brand better
accommodate those seeking flexible
work schedules?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #9 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

HR Bot
Functions related to human resources roles are adopted into online chatbots
Implications - Intelligent chatbots are taking over various functions of roles typically delegated to those in human resources – from employee recruitment to antiharassment initiatives. This shift offers necessary solutions in the workplace in a way that is targeted and effective, and that reduces workloads for HR departments.

3.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

'Leena AI' Enables Businesses to Streamline HR
Inquiries

AI Hiring Startup Naudix Wants to Change the
Current Structure

SenseTime's AI Enables Intelligent Online Interactions

POPULARITY

AI-Powered HR Chatbots

botkeeper Uses AI and Machine Learning to
Redefine Your Accounting

Candidate-Focused Hiring Chatbots

AI-Powered Conversational Chatbots

SCORE

Automated Bookkeeping Chatbots

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 42 EXAMPLES
17,612 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/371696
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HR Bot
Functions related to human resources roles are adopted into online chatbots

How can your brand adopt chatbot
services that enhance the functions
of HR?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #10 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Mindful Perk
Employers adapt workplace benefits to better cater to mental health and happiness
Implications - As mental health and emotional well-being become greater elements of priority for consumers, employers are taking note and integrating more standard
practices that speak to their employee's happiness. Focusing on benefits and perks specifically, employees are going beyond mere trips, vacations or bonuses to create
programs and practices that elicit improved mental health and enjoyment. Whether it be a point system to help improve sleep or the focus on pets to create a more
engaging environment, businesses are more willing to stray outside of their day-to-day business specs and practices to create incentives for their workers that are more
aligned to their well-being. Such tactics speak to the shift in workplace culture toward a much more collaborative, open and health-centric environment.

5.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Japan's Crazy Inc. Offers Points to Well-Rested
Employees

PwC Invested $45 Million Into Wellness and
Parental Benefits

Loftey's 'Paw-ternity' Leave Helps Employees Care for Their Pets

POPULARITY

Sleep-Rewarding Employers

Nina Hale's ‘Fur-ternity Leave’ Allows
Absences for Pet Parents

Wellness-Centric Workplace Benefits

Pet-Focused Workplace Benefits

SCORE

Pet-Centric Employee Benefits

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 35 EXAMPLES
40,765 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/391507
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Mindful Perk
Employers adapt workplace benefits to better cater to mental health and happiness

How can you better tap into the
desires and habits of your
employees? What could you offer or
integrate into the workplace to
better satiate a desire for
mindfulness and relaxation?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #12 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Intelligent Workplace
Smart office systems streamline workplace efficiency
Implications - Artifical intelligence is being adapted into various workplace systems in order to enhance the efficiency of specific tasks, and overall employee productivity.
These systems are being incorporated into workplaces as companies increasingly understand AI's potential in enhancing human labor, instead of being a replacement for
it.

4.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

'All.ai' Helps Women Have Their Voices Heard
in Meeting Rooms

'Alexa for Business' Offers Solutions for
Professional Settings

ioxp Uses Cognitive AR to Create Instructive Workplace Guides

POPULARITY

Empowering Meeting Room Apps

The ThinkSmart Hub 500 Workstation
Increases Meeting Efficiency

Intelligent Workplace Assistants

Augmented Reality Training Manuals

SCORE

Smart Workplace Meeting Hubs

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES
27,288 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/385427
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Intelligent Workplace
Smart office systems streamline workplace efficiency

How could your brand use AI to
enhance employee productivity
rather than replace it?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #13 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Accelerated Outsourcing
Employee outsourcing is prioritized to enhance efficiency
Implications - Companies are increasingly accessing online platforms through which they're able to outsource tasks and roles that they traditionally kept within internal
teams. Such efforts have the benefit of being more cost and time-efficient, opening up space for brands to work with a more diverse range of professionals, while also
broadening opportunities for freelancers.

Business Training Communication
Solutions
The 'Actimo' Platform Streamlines Onboarding
Practices

Connective Freelance Platforms
Upwork Functions with Quality, Compatibility
and Fairness in Mind

Recruiting
Review
Platforms

Professional
Youth-Driven
Platforms

Outsourced HR Platforms

Digital Nomad Job Platforms

'Bambee' Lets Companies Inexpensively Hire a
Dedicated HR Manager

'Wemote' Helps Remote Workers Find the Best Job Opportunities

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

6 FEATURED, 54 EXAMPLES
37,502 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/385345
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Accelerated Outsourcing
Employee outsourcing is prioritized to enhance efficiency

In what area could your brand use
the help of outsourced employees?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #14 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Localized Growth
Big businesses offer high-tech services to help local companies expand
Implications - Global, tech-focused businesses create new tools and services that focus on increasing the reach of smaller, local businesses. In an act to appear nonthreatening to small companies, these new business models are designed to help entrepreneurial initiatives grow and become more in-tune with the advantages of
technology. Leveraging advanced technologies like blockchain on a small scale will yield mass results for new companies trying to make their overall strategies stronger
and more successful.

Millennial Start-Up Services
Office Depot's BizBox Empowers Business Owners with Growth Tools

SCORE

POPULARITY

6.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

PATTERNS

Ultra-Contemporary Working Spaces

Small Business-Expanding Programs

Lebel & Bouliane Boast a Toronto Office
Design for Sidewalk Labs

Womply Boost Aims to Aid Small Business
Through Local Searches

Growth-Accelerating POS Systems

Affordable Blockchain Tools

'POSist' is Packed with Advanced Features to
Help Businesses Grow

The IBM Blockchain Starter Plan is an Great
Option for Small Companies

MEGATRENDS

5 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES
60,324 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382527
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Localized Growth
Big businesses offer high-tech services to help local companies expand

How can your brand leverage
technology to increase your scope
and reach?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #15 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Repayment-Based Benefit
Companies support employees by contributing to their student loans
Implications - For companies trying to lure and retain Millennial employees, student loan repayment benefits are topical efforts that have the opportunity to encourage
loyalty. This creative benefit strategy challenges the workplace stereotype that Millennials are less concerned with money and are more enticed by lifestyle-based perks.
As the high cost of replacing fickle Millennial workers remains a consideration for employers and the average repayment balance for graduates continues to rise, efforts
like this serve as an effective retention strategy by aligning the values of the employer and employee.

4.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Live Nation Boasts an Attractive Business
Model with Its Benefit Plans

PwC's Support of Its Staff Goes Beyond Health
Care & Pampering

Peloton Fitness Company Offers Gradifi Loan Payment Solutions

POPULARITY

Student Loan Paydown Perks

Estee Lauder Offers Student Loan
Contributions for Employees

Student Loan Repayment Benefits

Student Loan-Paying Benefits

SCORE

Loan Payback Employee Perks

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 31 EXAMPLES
32,821 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382105
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Repayment-Based Benefit
Companies support employees by contributing to their student loans

How could your brand establish
more effective retention strategies
for its Millennial employees?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #16 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Stability-Based Perk
Businesses reevaluate employee perks to center them around value and need
Implications - Brands have long addressed Millennial recruitment and retention with relatively superficial perks in the form of free liquor, snack fridges, in-office games
and more – however it is slowly being understood that these perks are not what fosters happiness or longevity within a company. Businesses are adapting to new research
surrounding this generation's preferred work culture by offering benefits that centralize around stability, income, professional advancement, and the prioritization of a
work-life balance – all relatively practical values that have long been overlooked by employers when seeking out the Millennial recruit.

2.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Thrive Away Deletes Incoming E-Mails Sent
During Vacation

'Perkfront' Shows You Which Employers Offer
the Best Benefits

'AcadGild' Offers Online Training for Professionals

POPULARITY

Digital Workplace Unplugging Apps

Instant Financial Pays Employees Each Time
They Work

Perk-Focused Job Platforms

Technology Education Platforms

SCORE

Immediate Pay Apps

PATTERNS

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 54 EXAMPLES
49,158 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/369412
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Stability-Based Perk
Businesses reevaluate employee perks to center them around value and need

In what ways can your business let
go of stereotypes within the
recruitment process, and how can it
better value the practical and
professional needs of its prospective
and current employees?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #17 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Flex Workplace
Employers cater to the flexible work practices preferred by Millennials
Implications - With Millennial work preferences revolving around flexible schedules, businesses are employing various tools that allow them to manage and coordinate the
diversity of their workforce's' working styles. This shift allows for employees to maintain a healthy work-life balance, while ensuring that employers are able to create a
more productive business–with the added benefit that these adaptive work schedules function as a key recruitment tool.

This Work App for Collaboration Helps Teams Communicate and Work Well

POPULARITY

3.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

Flexible Hourly Working Schedules

Job Board Werk Advocates for Work Flexibility
and Better Work Schedules

Snag's Flexible Working Hours Help Employees
Achieve Balance

Time Off-Managing Apps

Collaborative Checklist Apps

SCORE

Flexible Career Platforms

PATTERNS

SaaS Startup LeeveBot Helps Users Keep Track
of Team Leave Using Slack

MEGATRENDS

4 FEATURED, 44 EXAMPLES
26,717 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/369183
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Flex Workplace
Employers cater to the flexible work practices preferred by Millennials

How can your brand accommodate
Millennial work styles in a way that
offers mutual benefits?

CONSUMER INSIGHT #18 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

ii. Specific Examples
Relevant Ideas & Case Studies
Micro-Trends are unique examples of innovation which have been featured on Trend Hunter. A micro-trend might
be a newly released product or service, but in many cases, the idea is something that has not been commercially
released. Our database includes several hundred thousand articles of micro-trends, spanning thousands of
topics, so make sure to filter your topics at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool

Copyright ©.
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Data-Powered Inventory Systems
The 'PowerPrice' Inventory Management System is Strategic
The 'PowerPrice' inventory management system is a robust, datapowered solution for retail environments that will enable businesses
to move product in an efficient manner.
The system works by taking sales and inventory into account at all
times to let retailers know when it's most profitable to mark down a
specific product. This is done by measuring the demand elasticity
curve to let retailers see just how much they stand to make by
positioning a product at certain price levels. This will allow
management to make more informed decisions that are based on data
instead of just relying on guesswork.
The 'PowerPrice' inventory management system will also provide
informative analytics for managers to analyze, which will enable them
to increase their effectiveness far quicker.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.5

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
8,825 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/404696
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Streamlined Patient Management Platforms
Helium Ensures Better Patient Record Management for Users
African startup helium helps hospitals of all sizes streamline patient
records and make the process of on-boarding new patients easier and
more seamless than ever before. Available to health institutions
across Africa, Asia and the Middle East, the platform is described as
"so intuitive that it requires no training to use."
Featuring a sleek interface and offline capabilities, helium allows users
to sync saved information once an internet connection becomes
available without losing access to data. The platform is also available
on any device 24 hours a day and lets users manage a myriad of
important data in one spot. The streamlined app works to manage
billing information, healthcare history, doctors' notes, prescriptions
and more.
Additionally, helium offers "real-time analytics" allowing for more
personalized healthcare in both highly populated hospitals and
smaller healthcare centers.

By: Jana Pijak

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
2,944 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/401345
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Automated AI Metric Trackers
'Millimetric.ai' Keeps an Eye on KPIs and Monitors Activity
Constantly keeping an eye on metrics and gauging them against
predetermined KPIs is standard protocol for many professionals but
can be quite tedious, so 'Millimetric.ai' aims to bring a touch of
automation to the experience.
Powered by a machine learning algorithm, the platform will monitor
your data across your choice of marketing channels including Google
Ads, Google Analytics, Facebook Ads and beyond. If the system
detects unusual activity, it will alert authorized users to let them go in
and make changes accordingly to prevent damages from being
incurred as a result of market changes or beyond.
'Millimetric.ai' aims to simplify the professional process and integrate
automation in a way that will take some of the stress off of the
individual instead of needing to constantly partake in tedious tasks.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

2.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
3,188 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/398127
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Gamified Customizable Learning Platforms
QuoDeck Facilitates Game-Based Mobile Learning to Train
Game-based mobile learning experiences are at the heart of QuoDeck
— a Mumbai-based start-up. The platform allows employers to
interact, train, assess and manage their teams via "a powerful
platform builder" that depends on gamified culture. It inherently
embraces storyline-based games that guide staff-in-training through
the modules, making the experience that much more engaging and
exciting.
QuoDeck is fairly easy and straightforward to use. Users can upload
content — from documents and presentations to videos and quizzes,
and translate it into an interactive and animated game-based mobile
learning experience. They also have the opportunity to customize the
on-screen activity with design decisions tied to brand identity. In
addition, employers will have the opportunity to view behavioral
analytics, including "learner progress, interaction, comprehension and
adoption." This data is carefully collected and monitored using
artificial intelligence technology and machine learning algorithms.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
1,673 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/398093
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Privatized Data Analytics Platforms
The 'Fathom' Platform Respects Users and Their Data
The existing analytics platforms are designed to deliver quality
information about users but often at the extent of their privacy, so the
'Fathom' platform is positioned as a more respectful alternative.
The platform will work to let administrators maintain 100% of the
ownership of the data that they capture when monitoring their
business or brand, while also ensuring users and their habits are
respected. This is achieved by only tracking and analyzing KPIs that are
pertinent to your business to maintain a minimalistic focus on privacy
and efficiency at all times.
The 'Fathom' platform addresses increasing concerns about
mainstream analytics platforms that often upload all of the data that
they capture to large tech company databases, which is quickly
becoming less than desirable.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

3.4

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
1,646 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/387667
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Analytical Fantasy Hockey Tools
'Fleeced' Uses Data to Give Fantasy Hockey Players an Edge
While professional hockey is now beginning to embrace the power of
analytics in crafting strategies, fantasy hockey has been deep in the
world of data since its inception. Indeed, fantasy sports as a whole,
from the earliest rotisserie leagues, have always been about numbers.
'Fleeced' is a new fantasy hockey tool that recognizes the power of
data analysis and uses it to give players an edge in their leagues.
Fleeced is such a powerful app because it can be tailored to the
specifics of one's league. Any program can give broad statements
about the best players to draft or pick up on the waiver wire (and
indeed hundreds do), but Fleeced allows players to enter the settings
for their league, meaning that they get far more tailored results.
By: Joey Haar

SCORE

POPULARITY

1.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
4,890 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/379561
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Holistic Team Feedback Platforms
'Motivii' Focuses on Data and Updates to Keep Teams Focused
The 'Motivii' platform comes as a simple yet effective way for teams to
ensure they are always staying in touch with everyone to see how
things are progressing on the micro and macro levels.
The platform enables users to record their highlights along with their
challenges and priorities, which can then be used to help find ways for
them to improve. Users can also receive anonymous feedback and
view analytics that can provide a snapshot of how the team is doing
over the course of a specific period.

The 'Motivii' platform comes as a holistic approach to team motivation
and support that keeps everyone involved to ensure that no one is left
out of the equation when it comes to team updates and beyond.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

1.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
2,273 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/371608
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Social Media-Driven Travel Guides
Virgin Holidays Now Shares the Top Instagram Travel Destinations
The Trending Travel Guide from Virgin Holidays now shares some of
the most popular Instagram travel destinations as crowdsourced from
more than 30 million social media posts. The Caribbean Trending
Travel Guide shares recommendations in four categories for beaches,
restaurants, activities and nightlife/carnivals, helping travelers to
pinpoint some of the hottest travel spots that are updated frequently.
While there are plenty of books and websites that offer great travel
recommendations, these can become outdated quickly. With this new
guide, Virgin Holidays is helping to free Millennial travelers from
"generic advice and boring travel advice."
Currently, some of the best places listed include Negril Beach and
Dolphin Cove, as well as must-visit places and events like the Grenada
Aquarium and The Bahamas International Film Festival.
By: Laura McQuarrie

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.1

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
3,218 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/406048
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Crowdsourced Decision-Making Apps
The 'Rewala' App Takes Multiple Opinions into Account
Making a decision just got a whole lot easier thanks to the 'Rewala'
app, which will take the opinions of your friends and family into
account when it comes to an array of choices.
Users can create polls on an array of topics ranging from news to
fashion, which will then be provided to those in their network and
enable everyone to weigh in. This will help consumers who might not
feel as confident as they would like to be about a choice that needs to
be made to get relevant advice from the people they trust most.

The 'Rewala' app can be used for comical everyday decisions like what
to have for lunch to more serious topics like relocating to a new city.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.8

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
5,931 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/405992
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Socially-Powered Self-Improvement Apps
The 'Spokk' Platform Harnesses Crowdsourced Opinions
The 'Spokk' platform is a self-improvement tool that will provide users
with a way to help them fine-tune their ideas, skills and creations by
harnessing the power of crowdsourced opinions.
Featuring a semi-autonomous functionality, the app will allow users to
share their various creations with a worldwide population of other
users. Feedback can be provided in an anonymous fashion to let users
share their honest opinion, which could help to offer an alternative
perspective than what is readily available within the person's
professional or social circles.
The 'Spokk' platform allows users to filter the feedback before it's
made public to let them make changes accordingly or only highlight
the information provided by a select set of individuals.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
3,058 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/402428
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Revolutionary Fertility Health Services
Kindbody Aims to Improve the Fertility Clinic Experience
Kindbody is a fertility health startup that aims to revolutionize and
improve the current fertility clinic experience -- one that can often be
stressful and daunting for women. The New York-based startup offers
a wide range of services including embryo freezing, IUI, and embryo
transfers while also giving its employees access to these services as
part of its benefits and health package.
Patients can see if they qualify for treatments through an "in-clinic
assessment which includes a blood test for key markers of your
fertility, an ultrasound of your ovaries, a medical history review, a
consultation with a fertility specialist, and a personalized plan for your
next steps."
Once they have solidified a fertility care plan, patients can access
virtual therapy or wellness coaching sessions through Kindbody's
platform, making their overall experience more supportive and
personalized overall.

By: Jana Pijak

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
1,999 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/402313
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Streamlined Health Practitioner Platforms
OnCall's Virtual Healthcare Suite is Easy to Personalize
OnCall is an on-demand e-health platform that is simple and secure
while connecting healthcare practitioners with patients more
seamlessly. The easy-to-personalize platform prides itself on patient
confidentiality and convenience with "secure virtual care
(telemedicine) technology that facilitates video or text-based
consultations for healthcare practices and streamlines procedures
required to maintain patient privacy."
Saving both patients and healthcare practitioners time, this software
has been adopted across a broad range of facilities and by
professionals like doctors, nurses, counselors and other mental health
personnel.
Through its research findings, OnCall has uncovered that "70% of
healthcare appointments do not need to be in person" and that "84%
of consumers want to communicate with their provider over video or
email." The platform states that "92% of patients are satisfied with
virtual care" and aims to make certified care more seamless and
accessible for those seeking treatment.
By: Jana Pijak

SCORE

POPULARITY

6.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

2 RELATED
1,652 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/402267
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Practical Medical Service Apps
Practo Makes It Easy to Book Appointments, Set Reminders and More
Practo is a new healthcare app that helps users find a doctor near
them, book appointments, consult with specialists online, have
medicine sent to their doorsteps, and access their medical records
anywhere they need.
Like many other healthcare apps that are available, Practo enables
users to chat to real doctors through its platform so that they can get
a better understanding of what their symptoms mean, so that they
can figure out what their next steps should be.

Not only that, but Practo is ideal for users who have arrived in a new
city, who are looking to connect with the right doctor that suits their
needs. Practo assists in this by categorizing different specialists based
on the user's geolocation, and allows them to view patient feedback.
By: Riley von Niessen

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

4 RELATED
8,916 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/401374
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Crowdsourced Prank Campaigns
Burger King Taps the Expertise of College Students for April Fools'
Burger King is very front-facing with its advertising strategy, often
allowing consumers to take part or interact with its ads, and this
crowdsourcing prank campaign initiative is a great example of that.
The fast food establishment decides to tap the imagination and the
drive for mischief of college students for April Fools'. Partnering up
with the Cilo Awards, the prank campaign bears the clever name of
'King's Fools' Challenge.'
Participants are allowed to submit a variety of materials that boast
ideas which focus on combinations of branded entertainment, design,
experiential/events, innovation, out-of-home, collaborations, social
media and more. The winner of this crowdsourcing initative will
receive a Gold Cilo statue, as well as the opportunity to work with
Burger King's creative team at the fast food restaurant's Miami
location with the objective to facilitate the prank.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva

SCORE

POPULARITY

6.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
4,618 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/400569
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Crowdfunding Investor Cryptocurrencies
Aspen Coin Lets Investors Purchase Parts of an Aspen Hotel
Developed by Indiegogo, Aspen Coin is a new security token that will
allow investors to own a tokenized share in the St. Regis Aspen Resort
in Colorado. While Indiegogo will not be selling the coins directly, it
will direct investors to places where the crypto can be purchased.
Functioning essentially as a form of crowdsourcing, buyers of the coins
will own a piece of the resort and will be able to trade Aspen Coin
through Templum SEC-registered Alternative Trading System.
The decision to offer this new form of cryptocurrency was made to let
investors participate in the cryptocurrency craze while navigating the
federal regulations surrounding Initial Coin Offerings. Aspen Coin will
be available to investors in 235 countries and will be open to investors
who may not be generally included in high-net-worth markets.
By: Justin Lam

SCORE

POPULARITY

3.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
1,904 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/387159
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Crowdsourced Couch Designs
Floyd has Created a Couch Based on the Needs of Its Fans
Sofas are generally quite difficult to design and sell but furniture
startup Floyd tackled this issue by creating the perfect crowdsourced
couch for its consumer base. Unveiled as “The World’s First Floyd
Sofa,” this uniquely designed piece of furniture utilized Instagram as a
survey platform, polling hundreds of followers on various parameters
of the couch. The options given ranged from tactile preferences to
personality-driven questions. These personal questions included age,
household size, color preference, usage, and whether or not they
have pets.

All of these statistics and metrics were then brought to Floyd R&D
who took all the user information for creating this crowdsourced
couch. For example, polls exploring whether or not buyers ate on their
couches or had pets lead to the couch featuring stain-resistant
upholstery.
By: Justin Lam

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.2

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
12,563 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/387072
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Curated Clean Beauty Pop-Ups
This Mall's Beauty Stores Participated in an Immersive One-Day Event
The Shops at Columbus Circle are offering consumers a highly curated
clean beauty pop-up that brings the mall's various beauty stores
together to promote the purchasing and use of organic, natural or
non-toxic cosmetic products.
During this pop-up, over 500 consumers were invited to explore the
services offered by major brands like Sephora, Aveda, M.A.C, Jo
Malone and Diptyque. The goal of this pop-up was to inform and
encourage a balanced and healthy lifestyle so in addition to makeup,
the brands also offered tips on healthy eating and mindfulness. In an
effort to fully immerse consumers, the brands offered one-on-one
consultations and provided access to the various resources available
to consumers.
The one-day event took place on July 11th.
By: Ellen Smith

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.9

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
9,221 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/384504
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Subscription Veterinarian Services
Fuzzy Pet Health Lets You Consult a Vet for $10 a Month
Those looking to alleviate some of the burdens of pet ownership
should look no further than Fuzzy Pet Health -- a new subscriptionbased service that enables individuals to access veterinary advice
through a simple text message.
Fuzzy Pet Health offers peace of mind to pet owners for just $10 a
month, which amounts annually to the cost of a simple visit to the vet.
Through this service, pet owners can access information and direction
regarding whether or not their beloved furry friend requires further
attention, or whether they can be cared for at home.
This service also enables individuals to send photos and videos to
veterinarians, making for a meaningful consultation that's also
incredibly convenient.
By: Ellen Smith

SCORE

POPULARITY

5.5

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
8,440 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/384247
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Indigenous-Inspired Inclusive Spaces
Ryerson's Wellbeing Lounge Reflects Diverse Needs
Ryerson's wellbeing lounge, Ahnoowehpeekahmik opened earlier this
year to create an inviting space for employees to rejuvenate and
connect with one another. This space stemmed from a pitch
presented by Natalie Roach, who is the Mental Health Coordinator at
Workplace Wellbeing Services in HR. Her idea was to have a space that
represents Ryerson's dedication towards the wellbeing of its
employees and caters to the needs of a diverse community. There are
a set of lounge chairs incorporated that have a reclining factor,
encouraging rest. The designs including a wall mural, secure access,
communal table and contemporary furniture.
Notably, there was a priority to infuse Indigenous elements into the
design process and it translates throughout the entire space. To pay
tribute, the team heavily consulted with Ryerson's Métis, First Nations,
and Inuit community network. The result shows through the cedar
wood walls, as cedar is one of the four sacred medicines within the
Indigenous culture. In addition, photographic [continued online]

By: Amy Duong

SCORE

POPULARITY

2.3

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
4,838 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/383514
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Alternative Media Publication Crowdsourcing
The Pittsburgh Current Hopes to Produce Monthly Issues
A longtime paper editor is attempting to crowdsource enough funds
to produce his latest venture -- an alternative media publication called
The Pittsburgh Current.
The publication is described as an "alt-monthly" publication that will
"provide coverage of news, arts and politics that is completely free of
outside influence." The man behind this venture, Charlie Deitch has
decades worth of experience in journalism and aims to offer an
independent news source that tackles issues "from education and
politics to the LGBTQIA community and racial injustice."
If the kickstarter campaign reaches its funding goal, the publication
will print monthly issues, with a goal of eventually producing weekly
issues. The Pittsburgh Current aims to more accurately represent the
diversity of the community.
By: Ellen Smith

SCORE

POPULARITY

2.5

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
13,984 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382760
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Crowdsourced Scholar Discount Sites
'Studddent' Helps Students Find the Best Discounts Online
College and university students are notoriously strapped for cash
when they are studying, so 'Studddent' is positioned as being a way
for them to access online discounts to save some additional money.
The site features a crowdsourced array of development, design, utility
and educational discounts that are positioned exclusively for students
to take advantage of. This enables scholars to save money on things
they might need to purchase anyway, while also highlighting personal
development opportunities to help extend their learning outside of
the classroom.
The 'Studddent' platform clearly outlines information pertaining to
each of the discounts and enables users to easily up or downvote
discounts to let other students know what they think of the purchase
opportunity.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

3.0

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
3,328 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382525
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On-Demand Veterinary Consultations
Healthy Pets Alleviates Owners' Anxieties with Video Chats
Emma Haris is the CEO of Healthy Pets — an on-demand service that
boasts veterinary consultations through video chats. It is often the
case when owners have trouble in deciphering and classifying the
behavior of their furry companions. As trips to the vet are not only a
hassle but also quite costly at times, Emma Harris decided to provide
an anxiety-alleviating resource with a simple on-demand service that
offers real-time veterinary consultations.
The video chat can have one of three outcomes. For one, there might
be no impending reason to go to the clinic because everything is fine.
Secondly, the issue is small and will be monitored until it resolves
itself. Finally, there is good reason to be concerned and its time to go
to the vet.
In any case, Healthy Pets' veterinary consultations will give owners' a
piece of mind.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva

SCORE

POPULARITY

3.0

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

9 RELATED
5,543 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/382201
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Crowdsourced Establishment Advice Apps
'Bigbee' Offers Firsthand Information on Bars and More
The vast amount of information available regarding businesses on the
Internet can be overwhelming for users to comb through, so the
'Bigbee' app is a new solution to help users crowdsource their specific
questions.
The app works by letting users post a question to a specific area that
will be seen by all surrounding users who can choose to answer with
their firsthand information. This accelerates a user's ability to make
decisions on where they stay, eat and drink while traveling or even in
their own city to find hidden gems.
The 'Bigbee' app keeps users private to help elicit a sense of
candidness about specific businesses and let individuals feel safer
when traveling that their identity won't be disclosed to strangers.
By: Michael Hemsworth

SCORE

POPULARITY

4.7

ACTIVITY
FRESHNESS

8 RELATED
2,661 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/381842
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In-Home Personal Training Services
Vintage Fitness Builds Specialized Programs for Individuals 50+
Vintage Fitness offers in-home personal training services to energize
and help build a healthier lifestyle for people over 50 years of age. In
doing so, the fitness organization energizes individuals while
highlighting the long-term benefits of frequent exercising. People
interested in the service can opt in for a free consultation with a
specialist that will give them an overview of which areas to target and
which exercises are most suitable to their needs and abilities.
The in-home personal training service is not the only option that
Vintage Fitness offers, however. For those eager to make their
exercising experience a more social event, the organization has group
classes and workshops. Each service is designed "to help clients
achieve their health and wellness goals," and empower them through
exercise.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Digital Health Management Platforms
Meum by iCarbonX Monitors Health Status and Predicts Trends
Meum is a health management platform by Chinese startup iCarbonX
that monitors wellness trends in individuals while coaching them
towards a healthier lifestyle. This personalized guide gives users
access to a range of nutrition, skincare, fitness applications and more,
allowing consumers to create up-to-date digital profiles of their lives.
Users are prompted to take genetic questionnaires and tests in the
FitForce application in order to gain access to fully customized
workouts, forecasts and fitness data tracking. The Meum health
management platform also boasts MeumSpring for skin improvement
and product recommendations, as well as Precision Nutrition -- an app
that provides dietary assessment, recording and consultation services.
Users of this health management platform can enjoy the full package
of personalized health -- from proper recommendations that are
based on actual needs to the monitoring, recording and managing of
everything, including exercise, diet, sleep, emotional state and more.
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Wireless Medical Patches
This Patch Can Monitor Vital Signs Without Infringing On Patient Comfort
A Swiss startup named Smartcardia has developed a high-tech medical
patch that is designed to make it capable for patients to have their
vital signs continuously monitored in a non-invasive manner that
doesn't require them to remain stationary.
This medical patch is designed to be attached to patients' chests
underneath their garments. It is fitted with a whole array of sensors
capable of monitoring a wide variety of parameters including cardiac
rhythm, electrical activity, blood oxygen, blood pressure, temperature
and pulse. What's more, pertinent data can then be conveyed to a
smartphone or tablet for easy consultation by doctors.
The miniature size and high comfort offered by this medical patch
makes it useful for at-home monitoring as well, making this a great
example of the wonders of modern sensor technology being used to
improve comfort and health outcomes in the medical sector.
Image Credit: EPFL
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Small Business-Supporting Pop-Ups
Amazon 'Clicks and Mortar' Gives Online Businesses Store Space
Amazon Clicks and Mortar is a new initiative that will see the Internet
giant open a total of 10 stores across the UK, all of which will support
small online businesses with physical retail space in a prime location.
For the first time ever, Amazon will be launching this program to
expose small online businesses to high street shoppers.
The first Clicks and Mortar store from Amazon is opening on St Mary’s
Gate in central Manchester and research from the shops will be
submitted by an independent consultant to the government. As well
as being provided with a brick and mortar space as part of the
program, participating online businesses will also benefit from being
bolstered by technology and support from Amazon.
At the newly opened shop in Manchester, shoppers can purchase
everything from refreshments to beauty products and decor, and
conveniently collect their orders from Amazon Lockers.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Virtual Dermatologist Services
Dermatica Gives You an Online Team of Dermatologists for Skincare
Individuals looking for skincare advice for acne, rosacea, or eczema,
can now access a team of virtual dermatologists. Dermatica is a UKbased platform that gives patients a virtual consultation based on the
information and photos they provide on their online profile. The
service is a subscription-based model and gives users access to
treatments and subscriptions prescribed by the virtual dermatologist
The process asks you to create an account, provide skin concerns and
history, and identify lifestyle factors. Based on your diagnosis,
products will be delivered to you with free support from the experts
on Dermatica. The site advises that ideal patients have "minor to
moderate skin complaints" and "short-term condition." Many experts
advise that effective skincare takes a minimum of three months for
results, so users should not expect a quick-fix.
As more and more industries digitize, virtual consultations may
become the norm for skincare in the future.

Image credit: Dermatica
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Offshore Banking Cryptocurrencies
The DIGI Coin Aims to Speed Up International Money Transfers
Digibank, an offshore bank situated in Dominica, is set to offer an
innovative new banking cryptocurrency that is designed to make
financial transactions more efficient and speedy.
To this end, the bank is working in conjunction with Jubilee Fintech
Holdings Limited to develop a blockchain ecosystem called 'DIGI',
which stands for "Decentralized Intelligent Global Instruction." As the
name suggests, the system is designed to create a decentralized and
secure system to keep track of financial transactions, specifically those
that occur across international borders.
By using the wonders of blockchain technology as the backbone on
which financial transactions are stored and recorded, Digibank and its
DIGI banking cryptocurrency aim to increase speeds and reduce costs
associated with international banking as well as other financial
ventures such as loaning, crowdfunding and micro-financing.
By: Rahul Kalvapalle
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Business Task Management Solutions
'TeamChores' Prevents Important Tasks from Being Overlooked
Many professionals have more things to remember and take care of
each day than ever, so 'TeamChores' is positioned as a solution to help
them stay more on top of everything that needs to get done.
Integrating with Slack, the solution will allow users to see exactly what
must get done, which could eliminate the occurrence of personal
tasks being overlooked. This could include specific reports or
communications that are important yet can be overlooked in the
grand scheme of everything that needs to get done to prevent
managers from needing to follow up over missed deadlines.
'TeamChores' will keep all of your essential tasks organized within
Slack, but can also send users emails or SMS reminders to prevent
them from being accidentally ignored.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Business-Focused Event Features
LinkedIn Events Help People Network in Real Life
LinkedIn Events is a new feature to the business-oriented social
network in an attempt to make real-world networking easier. To
develop this LinkedIn Events feature, the social media platform
watched how its 562 million users promoted their own events, by
either sharing them in groups or on their feed. LinkedIn hopes that
this new feature will make networking easier both before and after an
event.
The LinkedIn Events feature will begin as a pilot program and San
Francisco and New York, and will include about 500 event organizers.
The events feature will be labeled 'Your Communities' on LinkedIn and
will soon be available to all users on the platform. The platform will
also work diligently to ensure no fake events or profiles are luring
people into suspicious events.
Image Credit: LinkedIn
By: Justin Lam
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Blockchain Streetwear Tags
Alyx's Scannable QR Code Tags Reveal Supply Chain Information
Garments and accessories that are sold in stores are usually attached
to scannable tags but these are mostly used for making a purchase—
streetwear brand Alyx is exploring this system further with QR code
tags that promote transparency. The brand's blockchain project,
launched for the Copenhagen Fashion Summit, was created with
Avery Dennison and EVRYTHNG, and it gives consumers the ability to
authenticate garments with a smartphone.
Scanning one of the brand's streetwear QR code tags reveals
information on every step of the supply chain and sustainability
credentials, which has the potential to give consumers a better picture
of an item’s origins and assurance about claims made by a brand.
These innovative blockchain-powered tags are set to be introduced to
consumers in 2019.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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B2B Restaurant Innovation Labs
Pepsico Unveils Digital Lab to Support Restaurants with eCommerce
To support companies in the ever-changing digital landscape, PepsiCo
announced the launch of the PepsiCo Foodservice Digital Lab. The lab
will educate operators on how to find and implement the best
technological solutions for their needs through insights, activations,
and playbooks.
According to Scott Finlow, the CMO of PepsiCo Foodservice, "The
digital age has disrupted everything – including the way people order,
eat and experience food and beverages. PepsiCo is helping our
customers stay ahead of the curve in regard to understanding the
latest technology and consumer trends impacting the food service
industry." The digital lab is a one-stop service to make the most
effective choice when it comes to technology-based resources.
While many business leaders agree that new technologies often come
with a learning curve, it's crucial companies take the leap and adapt.
As PepsiCo is a prominent leader in the beverage industry, its input
and advice are highly valued.
Image credit: MobileMarketing
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Healthcare Management Softwares
RepuGen Proactively Organizes Healthcare Reviews with Patients
RepuGen is a software system that keeps all healthcare reputation
reviews in one place in order to accurately match patient satisfaction
with the reviews online. Its overall mission is to deliver the most
authentic approach to healthcare practices.
This allows for better control of businesses' online reputation, patient
care and satisfaction, and recovery. Some of the features include
protection from negative reviews, patient insights, service recovery,
closer patient interactions, and much more. RepuGen works with IPAs,
Urgent Care Centers, Hospitals, Private Practices, Medical Groups, and
Dental Practices. It also recognizes that the most vocal patients are
those that were unsatisfied, often resulting in a skewed overall review.
To combat that, RepuGen aims to create a more accurate reputation
of the healthcare industry through regular review generation and
proactive management.
By: Amy Duong
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Localized Coffee Shop Concepts
Brioche On-The-Go! Supports Local Suppliers and Businesses
Brioche On-The-Go! is a new coffee shop concept launched by Société
Pétrolière that will be explored at SP Stations. While Société Pétrolière
imports and distributes petroleum products, Brioche got its start as an
East African network of bakeries and cafes in Rwanda. Together, their
new concept will help to pour back into Rwanda and neighboring
countries.
The coffee shop concept at SP Stations will put a spotlight on products
from local suppliers, including tea from the Rwanda Mountain Tea
Company and coffee from the Hingakawa coffee co-op. The latter is
powered by a group of more than 500 women, who bring the coffee
they've grown each year to the co-op for sorting, drying and selling.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Business Barrier-Finding Platforms
The 'OHNO' Platform Uncovers Potential Problems in a Team
It's often said that a team is only as strong as its weakest player, which
is what's at the heart of the 'OHNO' platform to help pinpoint ways to
ensure everyone is excelling to prevent team members from being left
behind. The platform works by highlighting the potential barriers that
might exist for a professional team, which could prevent them from
reaching their objective and mission goals. This is done by
encouraging team members to have their say with what's going on
with their own work load as well as the team as a whole for a more
holistic viewpoint for managers to take into account.

The 'OHNO' platform is positioned as an "intelligent suggestion box"
that could help professionals to feel more supported and heard by
their superiors.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Expandable Smart City Shuttles
The 'WITH:US' Self-Driving Shuttle Has a Comfortable Interior
The conceptual 'WITH:US' self-driving shuttle is a public transportation
solution for smart cities that addresses the present and future needs
of urban areas to keep citizens moving with minimal effort.
Free of a driver's seat, the shuttle has ample space for
accommodating passengers and puts a focus on expandability by
enabling it to be used by many different businesses or brands. The
self-driving design and electric powertrain work to streamline urban
infrastructure by keeping passengers moving without having to deal
with any inefficiencies that come about with traditional vehicles.
The conceptual 'WITH:US' self-driving shuttle has been developed in
partnership between the KLIO design consulting firm and Unmanned
Solution Inc., and was unveiled at the 2019 Seoul Motor Show as a
glimpse of what's to come in the near future.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Branded Delivery Dirigibles
The Conceptual Amazon Prime Air Blimp Deploys Drones for Deliveries
The conceptual Amazon Prime Air Blimp has been designed by Japanbased designer Zozi as an April Fool's Day joke, but highlights the
potential capabilities of the eCommerce brand as it seeks to expand its
reach.
The blimp is essentially a warehouse that would take off and float
around urban areas to get goods into a city without the need for
ground transportation. A fleet of drones are held within the dirigible
and emerge to deliver packages to locations on a hyper-efficient basis
instead of requiring any human delivery personnel to do the work.
The conceptual Amazon Prime Air Blimp has received mixed reviews
from consumers on social media, but identifies what could be in the
near future to handle the increasing delivery needs of eCommerce
brands.
Image Credit: Zozi009
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Three-Wheeled Delivery Vehicles
The Arcimoto 'Deliverator' Offers 100 Miles of Range Per Charge
Short-range deliveries have surged in popularity in recent years as
consumers have more items brought to their home or office, so the
Arcimoto 'Deliverator' vehicle has been created with this in mind.
Featuring space for one driver and no passengers, the vehicle will
offer ample space for a multitude of different deliveries to be stored
as the operator does their rounds. The electric vehicle will offer up to
100 miles of range per charge and can even hit a top speed of 75mph,
which is dramatically higher than many of the compact electric
transportation solutions presently available.
The Arcimoto 'Deliverator' vehicle is perfect for local businesses to
deliver items like groceries, parcels, pizza, pharmaceuticals and much
more without putting more standard size vehicles on the road.
Image Credit: Arcimoto
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Real Estate Customer Management
OutboundEngine Syncs Databases for Real Estate Professionals
OutboundEngine is a marketing automation software company and it
works together with Contactually to create an integrated platform
developed for real estate professionals. The platform creates a space
where customer relationship management operates seamlessly,
enabling an automatic syncing method for real estate professionals.
Contactually aids the service by helping agents develop regular habits
that in end, result in a healthy networking system and increased
business transactions.
The contacts will automatically incorporate and sync to the
OutboundEngine platforms, or users have the choice to manually use
the syncing system themselves. Marketing director at RE/MAX Alliance
Boulder, Gabrielle Fuqua states, “Contactually identifies an agent’s
most important leads while OutboundEngine serves those leads with
clickable, elegant content and effective callouts. Syncing between the
two gives our agents the advantage in a competitive market to
increase sales and referrals."
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Automated Transaction Management Platforms
'Qvalia' Streamlines E-Invoice Sending and Receiving
The 'Qvalia' automated transaction management platform is an
intuitive piece of software for businesses that aims to streamline the
invoicing experience. Capable of sending and receiving digital invoices,
the platform allows enterprises of all sizes to keep accounts payable,
accounts receivable and even accounting on autopilot instead of
requiring extensive management. This will eliminate the traditional
wait time that can exist when it comes to invoicing by infusing a touch
of automation into the experience to keep businesses and suppliers
happy.

The 'Qvalia' automated transaction management platform also keeps
an eye on things on a constant basis to prevent unauthorized
transactions from taking place. The service offers free ways for
businesses to get started with a number of premium options to take
advantage of upon signup.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Blockchain-Based B2B Payments
PayStand Expanded Its Network to Guadalajara, Mexico
PayStand seeks to optimize B2B payments through the integration of
contemporary tech that involves Blockchain and Software as a Service
(SaaS) technologies. The company is expanding its market to
Guadalajara, Mexico as the city has proven to nurture a growing
"presence in the global technology ecosystem."
The benefits of PayStand are rooted in efficiency, security, and
convenience. The B2B payment service allows users to digitize and
move the manual financial process to the cloud. Thus, it allows for
smart billing opportunities, the reduction of time-to-cash rates, lower
transaction costs, as well as a new path of revenue.
Moreover, in the quest of providing the highest degree of service and
value, PayStand allows companies to customize their B2B payment
service to better suit their business environment.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Business-Friendly Digital Payment Services
OBOPAY's Multitude of Features Fall Under One Platform
OBOPAY is a mobile-friendly digital payment service that is catered to
the business owner. It is a multi-channel experience that "delivers
reliable, safe, and easy operations."
The app is especially useful for biller and merchant payments. Money
can be received "instantly and electronically" as the platform supports
various tools that enable payment links for e-mails, e-mail invoices,
payment buttons and more. Other features of the digital payment
service include a cardless ATM experience, which ultimately enables
efficient withdrawals by customers and "a new channel of revenue
from ATM transactions." The platform also boasts a virtual wallet that
contributes to convenience.
Aside from its easy-to-use digital payment service, OBOPAY also offers
its customers other solutions like the OBOPAY card for all-in-one
security of digital assets.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Coworking Space Management Platforms
'Timonito' Easily Keeps an Eye Bookings, Memberships and More
Coworking spaces have surged in popularity alongside the rise of
remote workers, so the 'Timonito' platform is positioned as a way for
managers or owners to keep things organized when it comes to the
logistics.
The platform works by breaking down the various aspects of
coworking space management aspects by streamlining booking
capabilities and even allowing administrators to enable or disable
modules as desired. Users can also create and manage memberships
seamlessly from the interface to set up specific parameters and
beyond for subscribers to enjoy.
The 'Timonito' platform addresses the increasing need for space
management solutions as more independent coworking spaces come
online and seek out a better way to keep up with the foot traffic
coming through.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Pizza Delivery Bots
Pizza Hut is Exploring the Future of Delivery with the FedEx SameDay Bot
This summer, Pizza Hut is planning to test an autonomous pizza
delivery bot in select markets, helping to improve efficiency, support
staff and paint a picture for the future of pizza delivery. For this
venture, Pizza Hut is collaborating with FedEx and its SameDay Bot, a
new autonomous device for local deliveries. The FedEx SameDay Bot
has the ability to navigate difficult terrain, including unpaved surfaces,
curbs and steps for a true door-to-door autonomous delivery
experience.
In addition to collaborating with Pizza Hut, FedEx is working with a
number of other businesses and retailers to make it possible to accept
orders from nearby customers and quickly deliver products to homes
or businesses in the area.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Employee-Focused VR Training
CenarioVR Delivers Immersive Learning Experiences to the Office
The benefits of virtual reality are becoming apparent in a number of
industries and one of the newest developments is VR training that aids
new hires in the business setting. One such software is CenarioVR.
The tech advocates for immersive learning and provides controlled
environments, where individuals can test their skill set without
consequences. To tap into the benefits of the VR training platform,
employers need to start with an equirectangular image or a 360degree video. Once the 'canvas' is established, the learning module
can be set up to boast an interactive and immersive environment —
from linking up hotspots and playable media to enabling branching,
among other things. Through this opportunity for customization,
CenarioVR becomes useful for any business.
In addition, the VR training tool features built-in xAPI data tracking
that allows employers to monitor performance metrics and progress.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Modular Product Delivery Robots
The 'Franken' Logistics Platform Adjusts According to Needs
The conceptual 'Franken' logistics platform has been designed by the
Dawn Studio as a solution for modern businesses that aims to enhance
delivery capabilities and beyond with a distinctly multifunctional
design.
The solution starts off as a two-wheeled unit that can be used for
carrying small items, parcels or even people to enhance the mobility
capabilities within a given space. If larger items or parcels need to be
shifted, the unit can be doubled up to expand the storage space
within and even be paired with a top cover to let it head out for cargo
deliveries.
The conceptual 'Franken' logistics platform has also been designed
with various branded top cover color schemes that relate to specific
brands to help make them easily identifiable on the road.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Business Support Embedded Computers
The ZOTAC ZBOX Pro PCs are Ready for Commercial Use
The ZOTAC ZBOX Pro PCs have been unveiled at the Integrated
Systems Europe (ISE) 2019 technology show as a series of systems that
are destined to enhance the commercial and industrial sectors. The
systems are engineered for engineering and industrial design outfits,
and feature a compact design frame that expands where the solutions
can be integrated. The embedded PCs are also backed by a five-year
supply longevity guarantee to make it clear that the systems are ready
for the future trajectory of a business.
The ZOTAC ZBOX Pro PCs are positioned as being ideal for varied
environments and can come active and fanless cooling technology to
suit the needs of different outfits. The systems have a robust
functionality that makes them ideal for retail, finance, healthcare,
gaming, IoT gateways and much more.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Traceable CPG Packaging
Digimarc and HP Created a Serialized Package Printing Solution
At the 2019 National Retail Federation show, Digimarc featured
Digimarc Barcode as a new package printing solution, which was
created in collaboration with HP. The Digimarc Barcode offers a costeffective way for consumer packaged goods to be tracked and traced
from the manufacturer to the consumer using Link from HP, which
supplies each printed object with a unique identity. When applied to a
package, the Digimarc Barcode is said to create "an imperceptible
barcode that repeats across a product's surface."
As well as providing each package with a unique, traceable identity,
this printing solution also gives consumer brands the chance to share
personalized content and coupons, plus support expediated
traditional, mobile and self-checkouts.
With a rise in product recalls, fraud and the need for more
transparency across the supply chain, many brands are adopting
innovations centered around traceability.
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Autonomous Delivery Robot Systems
The Continental Urban Mobility Experience Envisions the Future
Deliveries are one of several aspects of the economy that will be
imminently affected by the rise of autonomous technology, which is
evident as we see new concepts like the Continental Urban Mobility
Experience (CUbE) come about. Consisting of a main autonomous bus
shuttle, the system also features delivery dog robots that will emerge
from the vehicle to deliver packages to recipients. This further
eliminates the need for human operators, while also maximizing the
delivery capabilities of businesses and companies.
The conceptual Continental Urban Mobility Experience can also be
augmented to accommodate human passengers to make it a
streamlined urban transportation solution. This speaks to the need for
multifunctional autonomous transportation and delivery solutions as
dense urban areas seek to decrease congestion.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Machine-Learning Task Robots
The 'UNO' Automated Guided Vehicle is Multipurpose
The 'UNO' automated guided vehicle has been designed by Andrea
Ponti for Logic Robotics as a solution for businesses to help bring an
autonomous experience to otherwise mundane tasks. Integrated with
a number of customizable features, the unit is capable of being used
for surveillance, security purposes and more thanks to the versatile
design it boasts. Laser navigation allows the unit to easily traverse
interior and exterior areas to make it a secure solution for
transporting goods on a company campus, which would eliminate the
need for any human intervention.

The conceptual 'UNO' automated guided vehicle was further
explained by the designer who told Yanko Design, "Aesthetics meets
functionality in Uno’s versatile design. Its rounded lines make it very
safe to touch. LED head and tail lights show its direction, while the
front opening protects the main navigation laser."
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Independent Finance Solutions
Accord Financial Delivers a Series of Versatile Monetary Programs
Accord Financial is an independent finance label that is dedicated to
finding the fastest and most flexible financial solutions. It works
closely alongside small and medium-sized firms in North America to
create a versatile set of finance programs that range as broad as
$5,000 to $20,000,000.
These program solutions span across a variety of asset-centric lending
-- this includes retail inventory finance, equipment leasing, factoring,
and supply chain finance. The shared concept that every program
embodies is the progressive goal of growth and reaching the next
phase by transforming respectable assets. Notably, Accord Financial is
publicly-listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange, ensuring transparency - its financial performance is always accessible for an authentic review
process.
By: Amy Duong
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Indoor Delivery Robots
The Autonomous Segway Loomo Delivery Robots Boast Secure Drawers
Some robotics companies are choosing to focus their efforts on
creating autonomous delivery vehicles that can tackle the challenges
of being on the road but Segway is introducing its Loomo Delivery
robots at CES 2019 as an autonomous indoor delivery solution.
Loomo Delivery is an autonomous robot that is designed to assist with
deliveries in buildings and malls, thanks to its design with secure
drawers and the ability to intercept small parcels and letters from mail
carriers. These robots boast interactive screens, cloud-based services,
real-time monitoring tools, as well as the ability to navigate obstacles
and crowded settings.
To meet the needs of various businesses, Segway created Loomo
Delivery with replaceable containers that can be used to transport
everything from food and beverage takeaway containers to boxed
packages.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Food-Analyzing Machine Learning
ImpactVision is Using AI to Eliminate Food Waste
Computer vision is already being used to bring analytics to retailers,
identify early signs of Alzheimer's, and even to identify weapons, but
ImpactVision is leveraging the power of machine learning to
automatically assess the quality of food in factories and warehouses.
Based in San Francisco, the startup has already garnered $1.6 million
in funding and recently received another $1.3 million. This new round
of funding would be used to “accelerate product development” and
grow other sectors of the company.
Ultimately, the technology developed by ImpactVision aims to cut
food waste globally by utilizing the technological landscape. In
addition to machine learning, the technology driving ImpactVision also
utilizes spectroscopy. This process allows the AI to better assess the
quality of the food beyond just a surface level view.
By: Justin Lam
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Automated Underwater Delivery Submarines
This Submarine Concept Imagines Shipping in 2055
The future of shipping and transportation will continue to shift
tremendously in the coming years as we move towards autonomous
solutions, so the Berliner Logistics submarine concept identifies what
could be in store. Designed by Srijith Mohan, the submarine system
works autonomously to assist with last-mile deliveries by picking up
deliveries from cargo ships at sea rather than requiring them to make
landfall. This could revolutionize the shipping experience by allowing
for an enhanced level of efficiency for businesses who are seeking to
further streamline protocols.

The Berliner Logistics submarine concept was explained by Mohan as
being a visualization of transportation in 2055 as coastal cities begin to
vanish under rising sea levels, pushing cities further inland.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Industrial Warehouse-Style Shopping Centers
Heatherwick Studio's Converted Warehouses Connect
As brutalist movements and industrial styles in architecture are
steadily being revived, edgy contemporary buildings find their roots in
converted warehouses. One such project is the newly finished
shopping center in London's King Cross. Heatherwick Studio took
control over two coal warehouses that were in use in the 19th
century. The volumes are connected through a "sinuous roof,
designed to make it look like the old buildings were physically
stretched towards each other." The new complex is dubbed 'Coal
Drops Yard' — a definite nod to the converted warehouses, and
boasts a line-up of shops and restaurants.
Heatherwick Studio's shopping center is an example of the rustic
charm contained in industrial historic buildings. The clash between
contemporary and traditional settings has, without a doubt, a striking
presence.
Photo Credits: Hufton+Crow, Luke Hayes
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Plastic Reducing Sportswear Pledges
adidas is Eliminating the Use of Virgin Plastics
In a continued effort to strive for a more sustainable future, adidas
has announced the elimination of all 'virgin plastics' from its offices,
distribution centers, warehouses and retail outlets -- a move which
could save an estimated 40 tons of plastic annually.
This sustainability pledge promises to eliminate the use of plastics
from the brand's clothing, even though the cost-effective material has
quick-drying properties and is incredibly light weight. Recognizing its
environmental impact, adidas will no longer incorporate 'virgin
plastics' into its clothing and has announced that its Spring/Summer
2019 will be designed using 41% recycled polyester.
This move represents one of the many ways brands are taking a
stance to side with a more conscious consumer.
By: Ellen Smith
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Fully Robotic Warehouses
Uniqlo's Robotic Warehouse is a Future Template for the Clothing Company
Robots are becoming more commonplace in warehouse settings but
Uniqlo recently released a video showing off its humanless
warehouse. The robotic systems used by Uniqlo are on full display in
this video and have allowed the clothing brand to remove 90 percent
of its human employees at this location. The video also illustrates the
ability of the humanless warehouse to work nonstop around the clock,
with the exception of occasional maintenance work.
This specific warehouse was built in partnership with logistics
company Daifuku. This warehouse is clearly the vision for Uniqlo's
future as its parent company, Fast Retailing, plans to invest 100 billion
yen to convert all warehouses in Japan and its 11 other locations
around the world to robotic automation.
Image Credit: Uniqlo
By: Justin Lam
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Cashierless Robotic Stores
The Habitat Concept Store Combines Shopping With Autonomous Robots
Amazon may have been the first to introduce a cashierless store to the
masses but Honestbee's new Habitat concept store takes the
cashierless concept even further. Located in a 60,000-square-foot
warehouse in Singapore, the entire store is staffed by robots and
humans. Automated check-out points allow payments to be made
through the Honestbee app.
Once a customer has grabbed all the groceries they need from the
Habitat concept store, they simply need to head to a collection point
and have the QR code on their app scanned. The cart will then
automatically be sent to the sorting area, where Honestbee workers
will tally up the total and directly bill it to the customer. When the
customer is ready to leave, their QR is scanned again and a robot will
deliver their groceries to them as they leave.
By: Justin Lam
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Autonomous Business-Focused Robots
The Aethon T4 Robot Enhances Efficiency in Facilities
Automation is slated to continue making a multitude of different
industries more efficient and cost-effective, which is seeing new
solutions like the Aethon T4 robot be developed. Capable of handling
a payload up to 250 pounds and traveling at speeds of up to two
meters per second, the robot is ideal for autonomously transporting
goods without having to worry about safety. Integrated sensors help
the unit to avoid all obstacles, while also seamlessly navigating a space
to get items where they need to go in a timely manner that frees up
the hands of human employees for other tasks.

The Aethon T4 autonomous mobility robot also features a 3D stereo
camera sensor that helps it to ensure safe operation when in
factories, warehouses and other professional environments.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Sustainable Fashion Supply Chains
olive + elliot Helps Luxury Brands to Enforce Sustainability
olive + elliot is revolutionizing the sustainable fashion supply chain by
granting brands access to ethically produced textile crops. Based in
Toronto, the firm taps into the vast potential that is to be found in
agriculture. Founder and CEO Esmeralda Smith Romero is dedicated to
pushing the eco-conscious agenda forward while providing support to
communities. The result is a vertically integrated sustainable fashion
supply chain that offers designers ethical alternatives, as well as
support for local economies.
olive + elliot produces textile crops such as cotton — the world's
largest staple fiber crop, milkweed, flaxseed and more. In 2017, the
company partnered up with Ryerson's Fashion Zone — a Torontobased incubator for fashion-related businesses and has since then
tirelessly worked toward evolving partnerships and its expanding
impact.
By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Transparent Ethical Investment Firms
The OpenInvest Service Prides Itself on Honesty and Feedback
Driven by the idea of transparency and honesty, OpenInvest service is
a Public Benefit Corporation that aims to make socially responsible
investing easy and incredibly accessible. The core concept of the
OpenInvest service centers around its comprehensive and fully diverse
portfolios that can be easily customized to fit the specific values of an
individual. Some of the issues users can select from to create their
portfolio include divesting from carbon emissions and pollution,
divesting from gun violence, investing in pro-LGBTQ companies,
investing in ethical supply chains and investing in companies that
stand up to Donald Trump.
Investing with OpenInvest will require a $3,000 minimum and will also
require clients to open a brokerage account. From there OpenInvest
will handle the rest based on the issues the client cares the most
about. The whole process is incredibly transparent for the client with
OpenInvest being 100% honest and offering 360-degree feedback on
everything pertaining to the clients portfolio.

By: Justin Lam
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Appointment-Booking Stylist Software
'Ring My Stylist' Helps Stylists Manage Their Clients
Independent businesspeople need to not only have the skills that
directly relate to their profession, but they also need to be adept at
administration, and 'Ring My Stylist' is a software solution that aims to
ease the administrative tasks associated with being an independent
stylist. The software helps stylists to manage their client base, make
appointments, give special offers, and more.
Ring My Stylist is specifically created for stylists, so it's a more
impactful piece of software then something that was built for helping
independent businesspeople in general with their administrative
duties. The app can help all sorts of stylists, including hair stylists,
estheticians, makeup artists, skincare specialists, and even more
diverse professional like tattoo artists and masseurs. It's available in
English, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese.
By: Joey Haar
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Cloud-Based Document Hubs
ONLYOFFICE Gives Users Live Document Editing Capabilities
Live document editing software along the lines of Google Docs and the
other tools in the G Suite has proven to be hugely beneficial in running
businesses and working on projects, and ONLYOFFICE is a new tool
that aims to bring that functionality to a broader range of software.
The platform turns text documents, spreadsheets, and presentations
into collaborative pieces, letting teams work as a whole rather than
independently.
Beyond adding a higher degree of functionality to documents
themselves, the ONLYOFFICE software suite also makes it easy to keep
all of one's files in a single place. The software has a built-in file
management system that's designed to function smoothly and easily
with the way that modern employees structure their workflow.
By: Joey Haar
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Driverless Delivery Vehicles
G Plus is a First-Ever Solid-State LiDAR Unmanned Logistics Vehicle
Alibaba Group's Cainiao Network and RoboSense recently released the
G Plus as "the world's first solid-state LiDAR unmanned logistics
vehicle." While the driverless delivery vehicle is equipped with a
RoboSense MEMS Solid-State Laser Radar and other technology, the
vehicle is said to be a low-cost option that comes in at just a few
hundred dollars.
The G Plus was announced at Alibaba's Cainiao Network 2018 Global
Smart Logistics Summit, introducing the first-ever integration of solidstate LiDAR in the development of an unmanned vehicle.
The G Plus is said to have powerful 3D perception when it comes to
driving, with the ability to detect shapes, distances and travel speed to
safely travel alongside other vehicles and pedestrians. As well as being
accessible for a low cost, the G Plus is a vehicle that can reportedly be
mass-produced.
By: Laura McQuarrie
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Connective Energy Consultancies
The Ibenergi Center Aims to Blend Interior and Exterior Spaces
In the modern world, energy permeates everything, and the design of
the Ibenergi Center in Toledo, Spain, aims to metaphorically represent
that ubiquitous permeation. According to 'taller abierto', the
architects behind the project, the building looks to "connect the
interior of a working environment to the cultivated nature" that's
surrounding it, creating a more pleasant and people-friendly place to
work.
One of the keys to achieving that goal of openness comes with the use
of windows. The building is divided into warehouse space and offices,
and the offices are covered almost entirely in windows This gives the
people working in the Ibenergi Center a view of the outside world
while also allowing in a healthy amount of natural light.
Image Credit: Montse Zamorano, Jorge Lopez Sacristan
By: Joey Haar
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Cloud-Based Payroll Solutions
Checkmark Canada Cloud Payroll Streamlines Professional Payments
The Checkmark Canada Cloud Payroll software is a productivity
focused solution for small and medium-sized businesses to help them
streamline their payment capabilities.
Enabling custom deductions, time clock reports and much more, the
platform is capable of handling payroll needs for up to 99 different
departments. This enables businesses to separate teams rather than
lump them all together, which could cause problems given the varying
differences between each one.

The Checkmark Canada Cloud Payroll software offers an intuitive
interface for managers to utilize and will also provide free direct
deposit along with automatic backups to keep data secure. The
platform acknowledges the changing shape of the modern business as
organizations become more decentralized and require more efficient
payment methods.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Blockchain B2B Finance Platforms
'Tradeshift Pay' Improves Supply Chain Management
Blockchain was once an in-phrase for people who fancied themselves
as tech wonks, but it's made its way into every form of business in the
last year or so, and 'Tradeshift Pay' is a new service that makes use of
blockchain technology to improve supply chain management for B2B
transactions. The service both improves trust and transparency while
speeding up the payment model to improve business as a whole.
For small suppliers, receiving payments from larger clients can be
tricky business. And, on the other side of the spectrum, larger
businesses can't always be confident in the legitimacy of the smaller
businesses that they work with. Tradeshift Pay uses a blockchain
ledger to ensure that all parties' payments are on the up and up.
By: Joey Haar
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High-End Cannabis Retail Expansions
Madmen is Expanding Its Stores to New York City
A unique chain of high-end cannabis stores are headed for New York
City, as MadMen announces its expansion throughout the Big Apple.
The sophisticated cannabis retailer opened its first store on fifth
avenue and offers "tinctures, gel caps and vaporizer pens to comply
with New York laws." The high-end nature of the brand's aesthetic has
led it to receiving comparisons to Starbucks, Barneys and Supreme.
The company is operational in California, where marijuana
consumption is legal and currently produces 10,000 pounds of
cannabis annually.
These stores were implemented in anticipation of the future
legalization of the drug and speak to the shift in cannabis culture as it
departs from something synonymous with party culture into a more
sophisticated lifestyle brand.
Image credit: MedMen via Twitter
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Entrepreneur-Guiding Platforms
The 'Upmetrics.co' Business Plan Software Brings Ideas to Life
Being an entrepreneur means managing all of the various aspects of a
business at once, so the 'Upmetrics.co' business plan software has
been developed to help users ensure nothing is left undone.
Designed for entrepreneurs who want to bring their ideas to fruition,
the platform works by integrating three sections including the
Business Plan Editor, Financial Forecasting and Pinboard. These
sections works as a way for founders to pinpoint all of the various
aspects of an endeavor rather than simply getting things going and
adapting as required. This could help to alleviate unforeseen stresses
and help entrepreneurs determine if their business idea is actually
viable.
The 'Upmetrics.co' business plan software speaks to the rising number
of consumers who are looking to start their own business to follow
passions and/or increase their existing cashflow.
By: Michael Hemsworth
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Secure Medical Exchanges
Hypertrust X-Chain Uses the Blockchain to Better Transfer Patient Data
The Hypertrust X-Chain is an innovative new blockchain based system
that is designed to securely manage sensitive medical data. Created by
German-based Camelot Consulting Group, this new blockchain system
offers the healthcare industry a secure digital platform that can easily
be used to exchange patient data. The use of the blockchain allows
the information to be stored in an incredibly secure location and only
allows access to authorized participants with access to this platform.
To illustrate the potential and advantages of Hypertrust X-Chain, the
company has used the example of extracorporeal cell therapies which
generally involve multiple parties exchanging information.
Traditionally medical information is shared, via analog means, to the
treating clinic, cell removal center, service providers and
pharmaceutical companies. This exchange can lead to multiple
breaches and because information must be physically re-recorded can
result in erroneous data. This example perfectly illustrates [continued
online]
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Same-Day Home Furnishing Deliveries
The Home Furnishing Company Floyd Offers Same-Day Delivery
In an effort to standout from competitors, a new startup called Floyd
is offering same-day delivery on select home furnishings.
The only thing that can negate the excitement of ordering a new
accent piece for one's home is the lengthy waiting period that's
typically associated with delivery models. Floyd achieves this same-day
delivery offering through its uniquely streamlined inventory system,
which consists of multiple, fully stocked warehouses situated in
popular delivery areas.

The Detroit-based company boasts a minimalist aesthetic and price
point that appeals to Millennials, with an eCommerce model that
appeals to any fan of convenience.
The same-day delivery service is currently available in New York and
San Francisco.
Image credit: Floyd via Facebook
By: Ellen Smith
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iii. Clustered Lists
Additional related examples for exploration
Clustered lists are collections of specific related examples, making them perfect for finding further inspiration on
the topic we’ve explored in your report. Our team and software has created tens of thousands of clusters, which
you can track and filter at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool
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14 Consumer Agency Innovations
From Fan-Powered Esports Leagues to Interactive Audience Films
These consumer agency innovations put consumers in the creative driver's seat and illustrate brands' desire to build trust with their target markets by letting them bring
new products, advertising campaigns and interactive experiences to life through co-creation. When it comes to notable marketing examples, M&M's interactive ghost
story campaign and Uber's 'Year with Uber' videos stand out.
By: Jana Pijak

Playfully Interactive Music Pop-Ups

Crowdsourced Dress Designs

The Moog House of Electronicus Temporarily
Opened in LA

/Nyden is Using Instagram Stories to Refine
Fashion Design Ideas

Personalized Ride Share Videos

Voice-Controlled Adventure Stories

Year with Uber Turns a Rider's 2017 Trip
History into a Music Video

Audible & Amazon Alexa are Reviving Choose
Your Own Adventures
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Solutions
'CrazyRocket' Incentivizes Users to Interact
with Your Brand

Voice-Powered Unboxing
Experiences
Gwynnie Bee Created a Voice-Activated
Unboxing Adventure

Sci-Fi Interactive Mall Campaigns
LEGO Star Wars Honors the Film with HighTech Gesture Sensors

Sci-Fi Voice Assistant Games
'Westworld: The Maze' is an Immersive Game
on Amazon Alexa
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14 Consumer Agency Innovations
Continued 9 to 14

Choose-Your-Own-Adventure TV
Shows
Netflix is Planning to Offer Deeper TV
Immersion for Audiences

Interactive Audience Films

Interactive Ghost Story Campaigns

Blockchain-Powered Fan Leagues

Fox's Proposed Choose Your Own Adventure
Film Will Let Viewers Decide

M&M's Halloween Campaign is Launched in
Weekly Installments

New Alchemy is Bolstering the FCFL with
Blockchain Technology

Multi-Sensory Music Platforms

Expensable Music Videos

The 'Dropin' System Offers Tactile and Visual
Elements

Receipts in Expensify's Interactive Music Video
Can Be Claimed for Cash
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15 Shared Transportation Innovations
From In-Car Sampling Campaigns to E-Scooter Sharing Services
Though it might feel like peer-to-peer transportation services have been around forever, the business model is still nascent, and shared transportation innovations
continue to amass as entrepreneurs find ways to make the most of the industry's potential.
By: Joey Haar

In-Car Sampling Campaigns

Rideshare-Accommodating Vehicles

Vehicle-Branded Bike Sharing

Hybrid Bike-Sharing Sites

'Cargo' is Teaming Up with Red Bull for the
Super Bowl

The Mercedes-Benz 'Smart Vision EQ' is Ready
for the Future

The Ford Gobikes Offer a New Bike Share
Program to the Bay Area

The 'Ride' Platform Displays Information on
Bike-Sharing Schemes

E-Scooter Sharing Services

Electric Bike-Share Programs

Female-Only Ride-Share Services

Dockless Bike Sharing Platforms

LimeBike E-Scooters Have Just Been Added to
the LimeBike Fleet

Uber is Teaming Up With JUMP to Make BikeSharing More Accessible

DriveHer is Offering Toronto Women a Safe
Ride Home

'Letscycle' Lets You Pick Up and Drop Off a
Bike Anywhere
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15 Shared Transportation Innovations

Continued 9 to 15

Hourly Car Rental Apps

Bike-Share Rewards Programs

Dock-Less Bike Sharing Solutions

Express Rideshare Routes

The Socar App Lets Users Rent Out Cars on
Flexible Timelines

Spin Local Offers Seattle Riders Discounts at
Local Businesses

The 'EcoBike' City Bike Share Lets Bikes Be
Returned Anywhere

Uber Express Pool is Designed to Improve
Morning Commute Efficiency

Encrypted Ride-Sharing Companies

Frequent User Ride-Share Programs

Optimal Rideshare Apps

Ride-Hailing Service ORide Protects the Data of
Its Users

Lyft Will Be Trying Out a Frequent Rider
Subscription Service

The BlaBlaLines App Allocates Passengers
Based On Driver Routes
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12 Tech-Based Workplace Tools
From Smart-Office Whiteboards to Team Check-In Bots
Businesses are often quick to adopt technology, because new workplace tools and platforms offer the chance to improve efficiency. Whereas in one's personal life,
efficiency is a nice quality at most, in the business world it contributes to concrete profits, so tech-based workplace tools are easy to justify.
By: Joey Haar

Co-Working Wellness Apps

Smart Office Whiteboards

Owlish Meeting Cameras

Collaborative VR Meeting Software

Office Rental Space Provider WeWork
Launched a Fitness-Focused App

The Cisco Spark Board Combines All Needed
Meeting Features in One Device

The Meeting Owl is a 360 Camera for
Boardrooms

Rumii Provides an Immersive Virtual Reality
Meeting Space

Co-Worker Kindness Apps

Long-Term Business Homesharing
'Homelike' Lets People Book Apartments and
Homes for Business Trips

Rewarding Employee Happiness
Platforms

Email Etiquette Services

The GoodRipple Slack App Gives Suggestions
for Doing Right by Colleagues
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The 'Happster' Platform Supercharges
Employee Engagement

Startup ProEmailWriter Makes Professional
Email Writing Less Complicated
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12 Tech-Based Workplace Tools
Continued 9 to 12

Colleague-Connecting Apps
The Ding Ding App is Now Being Used by
Chinese Workers
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Calendar-Connected Conference
Equipment

Centralized Employee
Communication Apps

The Google G Suite Meeting Room Hardware
Kit is Intuitive

The Crew App Enhances Communication for
Mobile Workers

Team Check-In Bots
Limibot Runs a Seamless Standup Meeting
with All Team Members to Track Progress
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13 Augmented Shopping Systems
From VR Jewelry Mirrors to AR Plant-Previewing Apps
One of the biggest issues with online shopping is that it can be difficult to suss out how those digital products will look in real life. However, augmented shopping allows
consumers to bypass that issue completely. Thanks to modern technological advancements, consumers can effectively see exactly what a given product will look like in
their home or on their person using little more than a webcam or their smartphone camera.
By: Joey Haar

AR Fitting Room Mirrors

Foot Shape Scanners

Cosmetic VR Tutorials

AR Bulk Shopping Apps

Amazon's Augmented Reality Mirror Patent
Transforms the Try-On Experience

Volumental's Device Addresses Fit for Online
Shoe Shopping

'Impossibly NYX Professional Makeup' is an
Immersive Beauty Experience

The 'Boxed' Wholesale Shopping App Now
Includes Augmented Item Previews

Modular App-Configured Furnishings

AR Plant-Previewing Apps

AR Shopping Apps

Virtual Reality Jewelry Mirrors

Tylko Shelving is Made to Order Through a
Multiplatform App

'Plant Life Balance' Helps Users Preview "Living
Looks" for the Home

Fashion Retailer YOOX Now Lets Users Try On
Accessories with the Lumyer App

Swarovski Hosted the Sparkle Pop-Up to
Connect with Millennials
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13 Augmented Shopping Systems
Continued 9 to 13

Customized Lipstick Apps

AR Home Shopping Apps

AR Shopping Experiences

AR eCommerce Previews

The 'Counter' Make-Up App Helps You Find
Your Perfect Shade of Lipstick

Triple Develops Augmented Reality Home
Shopping Apps for Furniture Retailers

Mastercard's AR Experience Lets Customers
Scan Their Eyes to Pay

Amazon's 'AR View' Enables Shoppers to
Preview Products in Their Home

AR Furniture Placement Ads
This Wayfair Ad Promotes its New Technology
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